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Linguistic 
Discrimination

On Deck Today

➢ Phonetics
➢ Background

○ US Housing 
○ Dialect Discrimination

➢ Preliminary work and Results
➢ Questions



A Crash Course in Phonetics!



Speech ➢ Is magic. 



Speech
Is magic.

Thought > Meat > Air >Thought

➢ Production
○ Speech is flapping bits of 

meat around in your head and 
throat while you expel air.

➢ Perception
○ Speech perception is turning 

the resulting vibrations in the 
air back into language, into 
meaning.



Waves → 
Meaning

➢ The Human is a discerning 
individual.

➢ Parsing
○ When we're familiar with the 

categories in a language, that 
affects our perception strongly

○ Categorical perception       
(ask me about it later!)

http://wstyler.ucsd.edu/talks/l101_f18_5_speechismagic.html#/64


Speech 
Perception

➢ Listeners perceive speech 
categories on a continuum 
○ Language specific
○ Individual Experience

Ladefoged & Broadbent, 1957; Nygaard & Pisoni, 1998; 
Niedzielski, 1999; Hay & Drager 2006; Scharinger et al. 
2011; Sumner, Kim, King, and McGowan, 2013; 
McGowan, 2015; Beddor, Coetzee, Styler, McGowan, 
Boland 2018



Speech 
Perception

➢ Listeners perceive speech 
categories on a continuum 
○ Language specific
○ Individual Experience

➢ Variation in speech is useful to 
listeners
○ We use our knowledge of the 

categories to make decisions 
about which sounds are 
which. 

○ Organize newly encountered 
variants with talker-specific 
information



Voices are 
Socially 

Informative    
Scharinger et al. (2016)

❖ Age & Gender, then Race
❖ Early (“Hello”)

❖ Without Attention



Voice Matters    ❖ We use our voices to convey a 
wealth of information about our 
intentions.



Discrimination
In every sense.

❖ Picking out two different things 
(here we care about sounds)

❖ Treating someone differently 
based on social knowledge you 
have about them



US Housing ➢ Always been separated along 
color and class lines



Overt Segregation



Great 
Migration



Covert 
Segregation

(ask me later about Suburbs, Redlining,  
Blockbusting, White Flight

Gentrification and Redistricting, 
and the Racialization of Media)

➢ Highway Project



Eisenhower’s 
Highway 
Project

Suburbs

Projects



Fair Housing 
Act

Fast forward!

➢ Race, National Origin, Color, 
Religion (1968)

➢ Sex (1974) 
➢ Disability and Familial Status 

(1998) 



ZERO cases
Dialect Discrimination

➢ Discrimination is, legally, an act 
that can occur only in physical 
proximity.



When you open your mouth to 
speak, you reveal your identity, 

not merely your ideas.



Dialect 
Discrimination 

is insidious
➢ Dialect identification happens 

in a moment
➢ Happens outside the space of 

canonical, legal discrimination



Landmark Study Purnell, Idsardi, & Baugh (1999)

“Given that discrimination according to race or national origin is illegal under the 
Fair Housing Act and the Civil Rights Act of 1968 as amended, we seek to 
demonstrate that the identity of race (or national origin) is reflected, not only 
visually but also auditorily in an individual’s speech. In addition, we endeavor to 
establish that listeners hear and positively identify a speaker’s dialect with great 
accuracy. The following experiments reveal the possibility of auditory 
discrimination and the probability of social discrimination by auditory identification 
of dialects. Auditory cues thus comprise a significant factor in establishing 
evidence in effecting a prima facie case where the Fair Housing and Civil Rights 
Acts are involved.”
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Convincing 
pattern of 
appointment 
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demographic



Dialect 
Discrimination

Exists.

➢ Possible!
➢ Works in both directions

○ Us versus Them 



Current Study ➢ Purnell et al (1999) Replication
➢ Preliminary work and Results
➢ Welcome questions



Replication
Replicain’tion

➢ 20 years and Silicon Valley
○ (ask me about Yelp!)









Speech 
Perception

Can listeners hear social class 
membership?

➢ National Survey of Rental 
Professionals
○ Basic Demographics and 

Language Experience
○ Rootedness (h/t Paul Reed)
○ Professional Preferences

➢ N=68



What are some qualities you find 
appealing in a potential tenant?



‘"Appealing" isn't really part of the process. All 
qualified applicants are accepted if units are 

available.” 



“I don't expect people to come dressed for a job 
interview, but that is essentially the first step.”



“Be well spoken and considerate on the 
phone”



My Three Native 
Dialects

➢ African American (AAL)
○ Who I Am

➢ Standard American (MUSE)
○ What I Do

➢ Southern American (SA)
○ Where I Am From



Dialect ID Stimuli

Normed Samples available at https://bit.ly/2GUcabT  

➢ African American

➢ Southern American

➢ Standard American

https://bit.ly/2GUcabT
http://phonetics.as.uky.edu/sounds/baugh/AAVE.wav
http://phonetics.as.uky.edu/sounds/baugh/Southern.wav
http://phonetics.as.uky.edu/sounds/baugh/SE.wav


MUSE Sample

Raced at 89% White

AAL Sample

Raced as 89% Black

SA Sample

Raced as 97% White

Region Rating
14% Northeast 17% 

West Coast 17% East 

Coast

Region Rating
29% South 22% East 

Coast

Region Rating
71% South 2% 

Alabama, Texas, 

Georgia, Arkansas, 

respectively.

How many voices? 97% identified three distinct speakers

Results



Initial 
Attitude 

Impression ➢ How do you feel about the 
person behind the voice you 
heard?



Southern American English
Pleasant  Feminine Educated Attractive Poor

72.09 89.11 52.46 62.71 37.26

 Masculine Confident Trustworthy Rich Difficult

7.69 65.74 69.23 46.69 26.4

Red boxes represent positive extremes (meaning that the voice possesses characteristics which invoke 
this impression) and Yellow boxes represent negative extremes (meaning that the voice does not 
possess such characteristics). 



Mainstream US English
Pleasant  Feminine Educated Attractive Poor

74.06 81.11 80.74 69.66 16.4

 Masculine Confident Trustworthy Rich Difficult

17.11 77.46 71.43 64.54 32.91

Red boxes represent positive extremes (meaning that the voice possesses characteristics which invoke 
this impression) and Yellow boxes represent negative extremes (meaning that the voice does not 
possess such characteristics). 



African American Language
Pleasant  Feminine Educated Attractive Poor

54.11 76.97 38.29 48.54 54.47

 Masculine Confident Trustworthy Rich Difficult

18.03 58.8 51.6 24.43 47.37

Red boxes represent positive extremes (meaning that the voice possesses characteristics which invoke 
this impression) and Yellow boxes represent negative extremes (meaning that the voice does not 
possess such characteristics). NOTE: the AAL voice conveys extremes only!



Taken Together
Preliminary Results

➢ Listeners heard three distinct 
speakers
○ Dialects and races distributed 

as expected
➢ Listeners heard three different 

people



This Matters.

➢ 190 years of racialized housing 
discrimination

➢ People accurately hear social 
information

➢ People make judgements 
based on voice alone

➢ Property owners care about 
how you sound



This Matters.
“Accent is the first point of 

gatekeeping.” 
-Rosina Lippi-Green 

❖ Hispanic English-learners
➢ More likely to work in high risk 

professions
➢ Deaths and injuries rose 86% 

from 1992-2006
❖ Two women detained at the 

MN border for speaking 
Spanish



Anytime you have to open your 
mouth to accomplish a task, 

linguistic discrimination is at play.  



We need to become more aware that 
Sounding Non-Standard 

is not about ignorance or laziness.



All Y’all!!
Professor Sanz-Sánchez

Tom Purnell
Bill Idsardi

John Baugh

Patrice Speeter Beddor
Robin Queen

The University of Michigan

Kevin McGowan
The University of Kentucky

Savithry Namboodiripad
Will Styler

@raciolinguistc

kellywri@umich.edu

Slides available at 
https://bit.ly/2tgewZE

Thanks! 

mailto:kellywri@umich.edu
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National 
Housing Act

➢ Part of the New Deal (1934)
○ Home Owners Loan 

Corporation
○ “Low risk,” suburban areas

➢ Explicitly mentions non-white 
races as reasons for risk
○ “Inharmonious racial or 

nationality groups”
○ “Multiple family homes”
○ “Smoke, odors, and fog.

➢ Redlining
○ Federal risk assessors 
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○ Enforcement of Covenants 

violates 14th Amendment



Suburbs
Supported by the HOLC

➢ Levittown
○ Racial Covenants
○ Keep out Jews and Blacks

➢ Shelley v Kraemer 1948
○ 10 Blocks away!
○ Thurgood Marshall
○ Enforcement of Covenants 

violates 14th Amendment
➢ Equity and Access

○ State and Federal jurisdictions
○ Professional vs Personal 

freedom
○ Social vs Political equality



MAP SLIDE!


